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Abstract 

Big data is an evolving term that describes any voluminous amount of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data 
that has the potential to be mined for information. The biggest challenge for big data from a security point of view is the 
protection of the user’s privacy. It contains huge amounts of personally identifiable information and therefore privacy of 
users is a huge concern. Security is a process, not a product. The main solution of our research paper is to ensure that 
data remains protected is due to adequate use of encryption. Anonymizing the data, Real-time security is the main key 
security. It is important that organizations monitor access to see that there is no unauthorized access. Thus in our 
research paper, we have given the idea for threat intelligence, sophisticated attacks are detected so that the 
organizations can react to threats accordingly. 
Keywords: Big data; Anonymization; Data Privacy; Differential privacy; 

 
Introduction 
 
Big Data is a tremendously well known idea, 
yet what are we truly talking about? From a 
security point of view, there are two particular 
issues: verifying the association and its 
client's data in a Big Data setting, and 
utilizing huge information systems to dissect, 
and even foresee the security occurrences. 
Enormous information investigation is the 
regularly mind boggling procedure of looking 
at huge and fluctuated informational indexes - 
or huge information - to reveal data including 
concealed examples, obscure relationships, 
showcase patterns and client inclinations that 
can enable associations to settle on educated 
business choices.  

Gathering immense amounts of information 
from the earth, from client's conduct, greatly 
delivered substance have empowered another 
point of view in data serious applications. For 
example, the majority of the center business 
of organizations like Google or Facebook 
comprises of preparing information acquired  

 

from clients to extricate important data that 
can be sold to financial specialists, publicists 
or other outsiders. The capacity to make this 
esteem relies upon the proficiency by which 
procedures are performed, as figuring and 
capacity costs per information unit must be 
diminished (there is no certification that 
preparing will deliver profitable outcomes, 
uniquely in contrast to what occurs in average 
information warehousing applications) and 
results ought to be accessible expeditiously 
(as promotion or suggestions are just huge 
whenever given when required). 

It is generated from sources like online 
transactions, search queries, mobile phones, 
emails, videos etc. It is stored by partitioning 
along various servers. Hence the need is to 
protect knowledge hidden in big data during 
the whole analytics process.   

Its applications sustainability, profitability, 
and exploitation include the following 
challenges:  
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Scalability of computing and data storage 
architecture and algorithms,  

i) querying and processing technologies 
(including data organization and system 
management),  

ii) planning techniques and tools and finally  

iii) fault tolerance. 

In this paper, we describe various measures 
that can help to ensure privacy in big data. 
This paper is worded as follows: Section 2 
gives a review of traditional methods like 
cryptography and encryption to protect data 
privacy. Section 3 discusses privacy 
preservation methods and differential privacy 
for big data. Section 4 includes results and 
discussions and conclusion is in section. 

Big data analytics applications often include 
data from both internal systems and external 
sources, such as weather data or demographic 
data on consumers compiled by third-party 
information services provid 

Traditional data privacy preservation 
methods 

Cryptography refers to a set of techniques and 
algorithms for protecting data. In 
cryptography, plaintext is converted into 
cipher-text using various encryption schemes. 
[1] There are various methods based on this 
scheme like private, public key cryptography, 
digital signatures etc.   
 
Cryptography alone can't authorize the 
protection requested by normal distributed 
computing and enormous information 
services.[7] This is on the grounds that huge 
information contrasts from customary huge 
informational indexes based on Three V's 
(speed, assortment, volume).These highlights 

of huge information that make huge 
information design not the same as 
conventional data models. [6] These 
adjustments in engineering and its 
minboggling nature make cryptography and 
customary encryption plans not adaptable up 
to the protection needs of enormous 
information.  
 
The test with cryptography is win big or bust 
recovery arrangement of encoded information. 
[7] The less delicate information that can be 
helpful in huge information investigation is 
likewise encoded and the client isn't permitted 
to get to it. It makes information blocked off 
to the individuals who don't approach the 
decoding key. Likewise, security might be 
ruptured if information is stolen before 
encryption or cryptographic keys are abused. 
 
Attribute-based encryption can also be used 
for big data privacy.[8] This method of 
securing big data is based on relationships 
among attributes present in big data. The 
attributes that need to be protected are 
identified based on the type of big data and 
company policies.  
 
In nutshell, encryption or cryptography alone 
can’t stand as big data privacy preservation 
method. [9] They can help us to do data 
anonymization but cannot be used directly for 
big data privacy. 
 
Privacy preservation 
 
Security in enormous information has raised 
genuine concerns bringing into notice the 
requirement for proficient protection 
conservation techniques. In this segment we 
talk about three protection safeguarding 
strategies: information anonymization and 
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differential security. Likewise we investigate 
how these strategies can be connected to huge 
information and their impediments when 
connected to enormous information. The 
utilization of information for security errands 
is anyway raising significant protection 
concerns. It would then appear that so as to 
accomplish security, we should surrender 
protection. 
 
Table 1: Base Dataset 
 
Data anonimization 
It is the process of changing data that will be 
used or published in a way that prevents the 
identification of key information. [2] It is also 
sometimes referred as data de-identification. 
In this method key pieces of confidential data 
are obscured in a way that maintains data 
privacy. [13] Organizations release data 
publically by anonymizing it. 
 
In this case generally refers to hiding 
identifier attributes (attributes that uniquely 
identify individuals) like full name, license 
number, voter id etc. The main problem with 
data anonymization is that data may look 
anonymous but re-identification can be done 
easily by linking it to other external data. It is 
shown that re-identification of anonymous 
medical records can be done using external 
voter list data. The attributes like gender, date 
of birth, zip code that can be combined with 
external data to re-identify individuals are 
called quasi identifier attributes.  
 
Table 2: Data is made anonymous by 
removing identifier attribute Voter ID. This 
table may look anonymous but can be linked 
with external data of to re-identify 
individuals.  
 

Table 2: Anonymous Dataset 
 
In the literature, mainly 3 privacy-preserving 
methods based on data anonymization are 
discussed: K-Anonymity, [2, 3] L-Diversit, 
[4] T-Closeness. [4] 
 
K-anonimity 
A dataset is called k-anonymized if for any 
tuple with given attributes in the dataset there 
are at least k-1 other records that match those 
attributes. [2, 3] K-anonymity can be achieved 
by using suppression and generalization. In 
suppression, quasi identifiers are replaced or 
obscured by some constant values like 0,* etc. 
In generalization, quasi identifiers are 
replaced by more general values from levels 
up the hierarchy.  
 
Table 3: 2-Anonymized Dataset 
 
Table 3 shows 2-anonymized version of table 
2 using suppression. Here, age attribute has 
been suppressed and k=2.   
 
K-anonymous data can still be vulnerable to 
attacks like unsorted matching attack, 
temporal attack, and complementary release 
attack. Therefore we move towards L-
diversity method of data anonymization. 
 
L-diversity 
This technique of data anonymization tries to 
bring diversity in the sensitive attribute of 
data. It ensures that each equivalence class of 
quasi identifiers has at least L different values 
of sensitive attribute. [2] 
 
In Table 1 income is a sensitive attribute. For 
data to be L-diverse there should be at least L 
different values of income associated with 
each equivalence class. [3] 
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The issue with this strategy is that it relies on 
the scope of delicate property. [5] If we need 
to make information L various while delicate 
characteristic has not as much as L various 
qualities, invented information is to be 
embedded. This invented information will 
upgrade the security however may result in 
issues amid examination. Likewise L-decent 
variety technique is inclined to skewness and 
closeness assault and in this way can't avoid 
quality divulgence. 
 
Table 4: 2-Anonymized Dataset, 3-Diverse 
Dataset 
 
T – closeness 
An equivalence class is said to have T-
closeness if the distance between the 
distribution of a sensitive attribute in this class 
and the distribution of the attribute in the 
whole table is no more than a threshold t. [4] 
A table is said to have T-closeness if all 
equivalence classes have T-closeness. The 
main advantage of T-closeness is that it 
prevents attribute disclosure. Data 
anonymization can be applied to big data but 
the problem lies in the fact that as size and 
variety of data increases, the chances of re-
identification also increase. Thus, 
anonymization has a limited potential in the 
field of big data privacy. 
 
Differential privacy 

It is a technique empowering examiners to 
remove helpful answers from databases 
containing individual data while offering 
resilient individual security assurances. It 
plans to limit the odds of individual 
recognizable proof while questioning the 
information. The technique for differential 
security is appeared in fig 1. 

Rather than anonymization, information isn't 
adjusted in differential protection. Clients 
don't have direct access to the database. There 
is an interface that computes the outcomes 
and includes wanted mistakes. It goes about 
as a firewall. These errors are sufficiently 
huge that they ensure security, however little 
enough that the appropriate responses gave to 
experts and specialists are as yet valuable. 

The advantages of differential privacy over 
anonymization are:  

• The original data set is not modified at all. 
There is no need for suppression or 
generalization.  
• Distortion is added to the results by 
mathematical calculations based on the type 
of data, type of questions etc.  
• The distortion is added in such a way that 
value hidden is useful to analysts.  

 Conclusion 

We represented “Big data Security”. Big data 
have different moves identified with security 
like-calculation in dispersed programming, 
security of information stockpiling and 
exchange log, input separating from customer, 
versatile information mining and 
investigation, get to control and verify 
correspondence. Methods like anonymization 
have constrained potential when connected to 
enormous information. Differential protection 
might be viewed as a practical answer for 
enormous information security. One issue 
with this strategy is that examiner should 
realize the question before utilizing the 
differential protection model. Whenever 
changed and connected to huge information, it 
might guarantee security without really 
altering the information. Along these lines, in 
end to protection and security of huge 
information limits are wide. Its suggestions 
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are rich and shifted. Alongside security there 
are aggressors who attack this protection 
strategy. Along these lines, one would execute 
the best strategy yet nobody can ensure that it 
is unbreakable on the grounds that nothing is 
sure in universe of innovations. 
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Figure 1: Difference between Business Intelligence Vs Advanced Analytics 

 

For example: Table 1 represents the data set that needs to be analyzed for obtaining income trends 
without disclosing individual identity 

Age  Sex  City  Income  

25  M  New Delhi  1,00,000  

26  M  Gurugram  18,000  

27  M   Gurugram  25,500  

24  M  New Delhi  12,000  

26  F  New Delhi  22,000  

26  F  New Delhi  55,000  

26  M  New Delhi  29,000  

26  F  New Delhi  48,000  

32  M  New Delhi  26,000  

32  F Gurugram 45,000  

32  F  Gurugram  34,000  

32  M  New Delhi  34,000  
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Table 2: Data is made anonymous by removing identifier attribute Voter ID. This table may look 
anonymous but can be linked with external data of to re-identify individuals. 

 
Voter ID  Age  Sex  City  Income  

 25  M  New Delhi  1,00,000  

 26  M  Gurugram  18,000  

 27  M  Gurugram  25,500  

 24  M  New Delhi  12,000  

 26  F  New Delhi  22,000  

 26  F  New Delhi  55,000  

 26  M  New Delhi  29,000  

 

For example, in Table 3, Voter id and name are identifier attributes. Age, D.O.B, City are quasi 
identifiers and income is a sensitive attribute. 

Age  Sex  City  Income  

2*  M  New Delhi  1,00,000  

2*  F  Gurugram  38,000  

2*  M   Gurugram  25,500  

2*  M  New Delhi  22,000  

2*  F  New Delhi  31,000  

2*  F  Gurugram 70,000  

2*  M  New Delhi  39,000  

2*  F  Gurugram 68,000  

 26  F  New Delhi  48,000  

 32  M  New Delhi  26,000  

 32  F  Gurugram  45,000  

 32  F  Gurugram  34,000  

 32  M  New Delhi  34,000  
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3*  M  New Delhi  26,000  

3*  F  Gurugram  35,000  

3*  F  Gurugram  34,000  

 
 

Table 4 shows 3 diverse version of table 1 since each equivalence class has at least 3 different values 
for sensitive attribute income. 

 

Age Gender City Income 

20 Person NCR 1,00,000  

20 Person NCR 38,000  

20  Person NCR 25,500  

20  Person NCR 22,000  

24  Person NCR 31,000  

24  Person NCR 70,000  

24  Person NCR 39,000  

26  Person NCR 68,000  

30  Person NCR 26,000  

32  Person NCR 35,000  

32  Person NCR 34,000  

 


